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CHAIR OF TRUSTEES’ REPORT 

The year started off in a climate of uncertainty and cut-backs but has been managed 
without loss of services. Our services continue to increase in popularity with the numbers 
of Members attending groups increasing and with the diversity of activities offered growing 
as well. This year Lifecraft has offered a dramatherapy group and a short reflexology 
course. Our groups have also grown in ambition with the Fun with Words group producing 
their own poetry magazine called Semaphore and the Singing Group produced another CD 
titled Sing in the Bath House.  
 
This is thanks to the hard work of Andrew Deller and all the Lifecraft staff, Local Givers, and 
a dedicated team of long-term Volunteers, both Members and non-Members and including 
Lifecraft’s Trustees. I also want to take this opportunity to thank the Princes’ Trust Team 35 
who spent two weeks redecorating the hall and quiet room. 
 
We express deep thanks to all our Trustees, both to those old valued Trustees who have 
stepped down and to those who have taken their place to continue their good work. 
Particular thanks go firstly to our hardworking Treasurer who has had to juggle finances to 
keep us afloat, but also to Caro Wilson, who is stepping down at the AGM. 
  
Caro has given unstintingly of her time as a Trustee and a strong supporter of Lifecraft for 
many years. Caro was hugely supportive of the Friends of Lifecraft and she has brought to 
our meetings a wisdom and perspective on matters which has guided us through 
challenging times, both before my time as Chair and during my period on the Executive 
Committee. 
 
I likewise wish to thank those Trustees who have stepped down this year, but who are 
continuing as Members of Lifecraft, so it is not like we are saying ‘goodbye’ so much as we 
are saying, once again – ‘thank you.’  Your continued support for Lifecraft is much 
appreciated.  
 
To those Members who are about to come onto the Executive Committee, a warm 
welcome is extended. 
 
When Lifecraft Members move into the team which runs the charity, they discover that 
there is an exciting amount of information that must be managed and of course, as in any 
organisation, issues of management and confidentiality must also be maintained. 
 
I have learned in my time as Chair that whereas Lifecraft stands for ‘ the craft of life’ then in 
today’s times, running a  charity means that life-craft and the craft of management are 
certainly different skills, and it is an opportunity for us all as Trustees and Volunteers, to 
enrichen our lives. 
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It is my main aim to review and strengthen Lifecraft's governance and processes so as to 
build up resilience.  This is a continuing process. I have over the year appointed Trustee 
Sub-Committees which have carried out important work on a staff salary review, 
fundraising and complaints investigation. The Trustees and staff are at present working on a 
long term strategy for Lifecraft.  In this we are being helped by the generosity of Lloyds 
bank, both financially and with their expertise and support, who are one of our new 
funders for the Step by Step project. 
 
As Chair, at all times I want to see the Committee working closely and efficiently as a team. 
It is my personal aim to put into place, the best possible level of training and support to all 
Members and Volunteers who help to develop Lifecraft through their role as Trustees, and I 
thank all of my colleagues on the Committee for their teamwork and commitment as we 
move forward into another year of activity. 
 

Adam Shakir - Chair  
 
 
 
 

Tomorrow 
 
I walk through the days and they fold away like papers, 
Fluttering, 
Yesterday’s lessons loom into the present, 
And then fold gently away, 
Breezing ever further, like blank looks at clinical witnesses, 
Suddenly tomorrow fractures into being 
And in that moment bursts a richness and resonance, 
Heard for all peoples’ futures –the hopes for tomorrow. 
 

Joey Burton 
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MANAGER’S REPORT  

Lifecraft Membership has continued to grow, with many new Members being told of 
Lifecraft by their GPs and health care professionals, as well as finding their way to us by 
word-of-mouth and web searches. We end this year with over 540 Members, with the 
numbers using the centre exceeding a hundred most weeks of the year. 
 
We have successfully delivered the second year of our Time to Change Roadshow, which 
this summer was located in Mill Road and involved a team of Time to Change Volunteers, 
led by project staff. The feedback from Time to Change showed the success of our efforts.  
We set out to make 968 Social Contacts, in which people with Lived Experience talk to 
members of the public, and achieved 2,790; and our aim was to involve 36 people with 
Lived Experience in Project Delivery, and we managed 53 over the two years. Over 73% of 
the public said they would be willing to speak to someone more openly about mental 
health issues, as a result of their contact with our Roadshows. We are now promoting the 
film material from our Roadshow, a media project in the form of a series of ‘shorts’ under 
the title of ‘Mental Health 101’ – which will take our message to colleges, universities and 
into workplace training, as well as having a separate ‘schools package’ that includes 
teaching materials. 
 
It is impossible to conceive of any of this happening without the tremendous commitment 
of our Volunteers, in the Time to Change and Media project and also in respect of their 
weekly leadership of our groups and activities. Less Stress, Meditation & Mindfulness, Fun 
with Words, Women’s Group and our Social Clubs are made possible by regular Volunteers 
whose commitment is invaluable and is really at the heart of Lifecraft. In every charity, the 
Executive Committee is made up of Volunteers whose collective commitment guides and 
ensures the core values of the charity are delivered to: Lifecraft is powerfully supported by 
its Trustees, of whom three-quarter are ‘service users’ or have Lived Experience. 
 
Again, we have hosted three placements for Anglia Ruskin Social Work students, as well as 
providing shorter term placements for medical students in training and a doctorate 
research placement. This reflects our commitment to be a learning organisation and to 
maintain a stakeholder partnership with the local education institutions. 
 
Lifecraft has maintained the confidence of our main funders, NHS (CPFT) and 
Cambridgeshire County Council, and the professional support and advice received from our 
Contract Managers and their teams has been gratefully received. A budget reduction by 
Adult Social Care (Mental Health) has led to a challenging process of efficiency decisions, 
and it is only with the funding of third sector bodies that we have kept our wide range of 
activities in place, with a reduction in the number of evening Social Clubs, to two per week. 
 
In a climate of cut-backs the financial grants awarded by local givers has been critical. The 
Pye Foundation has supported Lifecraft steadfastly for many years and we have again been 
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helped by their contributing to our core operating costs. Locally, we have been supported 
by a significant number of Cambridge based organisations – businesses, churches groups 
and local charities included.  Wesley Church’s funding helped us to continue with our core 
group activity; Mills & Reeve contribution to our building rents and general overheads; the 
generosity of the Suzy Oakes Trust Fund helping us to utilise more of the rooms in the Bath 
House and improving the quality of the Counselling Service rooms. The Church of the Good 
Shepherd specifically funded our annual coach trip to the seaside, which is so important to 
many of our Members as their main, if not only, day out in the year. Both Dosoco and 
Cambridge City Council supported our Singers and the making of a CD for sale at the annual 
Winter Fair.  Also locally, Cambridge City FC were generous to us; and The Golden Bottle 
Trust  have helped us fund the activities of our Women’s Group and have supported our 
Committee operationally, by making possible the appointment of a Clerk to the Trustees.  
 
Andrew Deller - Lifecraft Manager 
 
 
 
 

Limericks 
 
On a day with the sky sort of blue, 
On a hill by the sea I met you, 
You said you’d come from Mars, 
To buy pickles in jars, 
And I still don’t know if that was true. 
 
 
 
I assure you it is in fact true, 
That there was a young lady from Crewe, 
There are actually plenty, 
Or at least more than twenty, 
And I can’t say what they might all do. 

 

Ellen Horner 
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LIFELINE REPORT  

Lifeline, Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Mental Health Helpline is available to callers 
from 7.00pm – 11.00pm 365 days of the year. Due to a committed and dedicated team of 
volunteers, supported by a supervisor for that evening, Lifeline has been available every 
evening since it opened in May 1999. 
 
Lifeline is a very important service and we continue to receive excellent feedback from our 
callers: 
 

 ‘It helps me to share with someone who is there to listen . . . I have no one 
else that can support me in this way. Thank you Lifeline’ 
 
 ‘It helps me to talk to Lifeline, you understand’ 

 
Lifeline is a confidential helpline; we do not have any caller identification facilities, 
consequently if someone is suicidal and in need of help the decision to accept help 
ultimately stays with the caller. The call is taken at the callers’ pace, enabling them to 
explore issues. 
 

 ‘It’s really important to me that Lifeline is confidential. I talk about being 
suicidal, you don’t panic, or don’t seem to, but help me explore my feelings 
to help me reach a calmer and safer place’ 

 
To enable volunteers to support callers to Lifeline they undergo training before they start 
working on the line. In May we ran a training course and six new volunteers were recruited.  
 
A further training day was provided during the year, by Rachel Waddington from the 
London Hearing Voices Network and was well received by all. This training was also open to 
Lifecraft Counsellors to attend. 
 
In addition to a general increase in the number of calls Lifeline receives, Lifeline continues 
to see a rise in calls from people who are very distressed, dealing with issues around self-
harm and suicide. In order to support all those that work on Lifeline robust policies and 
procedures are in place including the need for debriefing and supervision. 
 

Calls by Month April 2014 – March 2015 

April May June July August September Total 

384 307 382 388 312 346  

       

October November December January February March  

288 266 253 307 251 242  

      3626 
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From April 2014 to March 2015 Lifeline answered 3262 calls. The busiest time of the 
evening continues to be 7-8pm when 33% of the calls were taken, followed by 25% from 8-
9pm. From 9-10pm 22% of the total volume of calls to the Line were taken, finishing with 
19% from 10-11pm. The calls continue to be more spread out throughout the evening. 
 
Thank you to everyone involved in Lifeline. 
 
 ‘Lifeline keeps me sane, Lifeline keeps me alive’ 
 
Carole Morgan - Lifeline Manager and Deputy Manager of Lifecraft 
 
 
 

 

A Firm Friend 
 
She is somewhat sturdy, 
And not all that girly, 
Her hair is quite frizzy, 
And she keeps herself busy, 
Always available for a chat, 
She can make you laugh just like that. 
 
Of humble beginnings, 
And thus aware of many sins, 
She cooks great food, 
And is seldom, if ever, crude, 
People like her and are not afraid 
To jot little prayers into each braid. 
 

Gill Drake
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COUNSELLING SERVICE 

The provision of counselling to those with longer term and enduring mental health 
diagnoses is a central feature of our service and we have appreciated the unwavering 
support of our funders.   
 
This has been a year in which we have experienced changes in personnel, in the 
Counselling Service, and for a variety of reasons have had to bid a fond farewell to some of 
our longer serving Volunteers. Our team of Counsellors has held steady at seven 
throughout most of the year, and each Counsellor has engaged with up to three clients. 
  
In response to stakeholder requirements, we have changed the service offered by making 
the duration of counselling limited to a period not exceeding two years, and we can see 
that this will enable us to make more commencements, from the stage where current 
clients’ contracts reach their expiry.   
 
Working with other Providers and the Commissioners, we have seen a steady improvement 
in the rate at which services are offered to those in need; but our waiting period is still 
close to eight months. We maintain our commitment to provide services free of charge and 
Lifecraft Committee have not seen it necessary to introduce means-related charges. 
 
Andrew Deller - Lifecraft Manager
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TREASURER’S REPORT 

The financial position of Lifecraft is no different to that of many charities in the 21st 
Century, that is to say precarious. The Manager has already covered in his report the many 
sources of income and support which we have received. Sadly, this is not enough to secure 
our future with any degree of certainty. However, sitting still and doing nothing is not for 
us. We continue to plan for the future and to seek funding for both existing work and new 
projects. 
 
The accounts for the year ending 31st March 2015 are pretty much as we forecast so we can 
say that whilst we may not be a rich charity we are in control of our limited resources and 
aware of our position. 
 
The reserves to be carried forward are less than last year. This means that in respect of day 
services we spent approximately £4,000 more than we received and had to use reserves to 
cover those costs. We take forward £15,544 into the current year. Separately, we hold 
Designated Funds of £14,883 which is for redundancy pay if we had to close down.  
 
We also carry forward £61,573 in Restricted Funds. This is money given to us for specific 
purposes such as running Lifeline, the new Lloyds programme and Counselling. This money 
cannot be used for other purposes and if not spent on the specific project for which it was 
received will have to be returned to the donor.  
 
The Trustees would be much more comfortable if we had more in our reserves. We do not 
want and must not keep large sums of money which do nothing but we would like to see 
about £20,000 more in hand (say £35,000 in total) at the end of the next financial year. This 
may be possible by increasing our activity and spreading our range. We are working on new 
grant applications for 2016-17. 
 
Julia Ewans - Treasurer 
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SUMMARY STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES 
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